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Logos from Go to Finish 
Nothing is more critical to your brand identity than your logo. It’s a visual representation of your 

public persona and presentation. Independent Creativity believes in developing logos from 

concept to tagline—an exercise that helps you refocus on your core message, your key values 

and the energy you wish to put out to the world. 

Samples 

   

 

 

 
Taglines 
A mission statement helps an organization focus on their ultimate goal and make decisions that 

support their cause. But your audience cares more about what your product or service will do for 

them. That’s why taglines are so compelling and effective. Take a look at some of the taglines 

we’ve developed for our clients. We’ll do the same for you as part of the logo development. 

 
Samples 

True Story Project (a performance art group involving story and music) 

We tell songs, set to stories. 

K&D African Hair Braiding (a hair braiding salon) 

Love Your Roots. 

Cream Legbar Club (a breed of chicken that lays blue eggs) 

Refreshing Hue. 

 



 

 

 

 

Process 
Websites, social media, and ads change over time. New verbiage and messages regularly 

develop as a business grows, so it’s to be expected. Logos, however, are more timeless. They 

should last a long time, perhaps over the entire course of a company’s history. And that’s why 

logo development is perhaps the trickiest graphic design work there is. Independent Creativity 

has established a 3-step process that optimizes focus and limits frustration. 

1. Concepting 

a. We discuss potential design elements, color schemes, fonts, etc.  

2. Drafting 

a. We present 2 to 3 mockups and you choose which one you like best and provide 

direction as to what you’d like changed.  

3. Revising 

a. We edit the logo as you directed and submit for your approval 

b. If you approve, we prepare all necessary versions of the file: full-color, black and 

white, transparent background, JPG and PNG 

Like we said, logo development is so final, clients sometimes change their mind midstream. So, 

instead of doing endless revisions, we prefer conducting one extra revision meeting where you 

will screenshare with our graphic designer. It prevents miscommunication or missed 

opportunities to visualize options. There’s a price to it, but it’s cheaper than charging you by the 

hour each time we do another revision. 

Pricing 
$300 Logo development 

$100 Extra revisioning session with graphic designer 

 


